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“Government by Town Meeting”

common, and it is inexpressibly dear to demagogues.
It is the prolific root from which springs that
luxuriant crop of humbug upon which political
tricksters thrive as pigs fatten upon corn.
In point of fact no such government, armed
with a magic fund of its own, has ever existed
upon the earth. No government has ever yet
used any money for public purposes which it
did not first take from its own people, - unless
when it may have plundered it from some other
people in victorious warfare.”

Accountability & Transparency

The solution to corruption, overspending, debt
and crushing taxes is effective, citizen oversight,
especially at the local town meeting. The town
meeting has been revived in the last few years in
America, largely by the Tea Party movement. Only
with local citizen involvement can the deception of
the above great lie be exposed and dealt with
successfully. This may sound simple. But for the
town meeting to be effective the people must agree
that leaders cannot be trusted beyond their limited
and stated constitutional jurisdiction and civil
leaders must be required to give an account to
informed and engaged citizens.

Your Local Republic

Over the last century, Americans lost sight of the
importance of local, accountable government. A
hundred years ago every community owned, managed
and funded their own schools and libraries, both
public and private. Private charity and churches
funded all welfare, medical care and were the soul
of the community. All utilities, roads and protection
against fire and crime were local affairs. They did
this without any state or federal funds or involvement.
They were small, strong republics. Great leaders
were trained at the local level.
This self-government was the key to America’s
freedom and prosperity. But our generation has not
been taught to be concerned with local affairs. We
have been taught to look to the federal government

for largesse and benefits. The unsustainable federal
benefits are promised to the people after bureaucrats have taxed the people and spent much of the
funds on their own self-interest before they ever
make their way back to the people, with strings.
This is the soft, velvet hand of encroaching
tyranny.

All Hands on Deck

John Adams, the wise patriot leader, gave us a
great generational vision of how he prioritized his
life for the sake of future generations. He said,
“I must study politics and war so that my sons
may have liberty to study mathematics and
philosophy. My sons must study mathematics
and philosophy, geography, natural history,
naval architecture, navigation, commerce and
agriculture, in order to give their children a
right to study painting, poetry, music, architecture,
statuary, tapestry and porcelain.”
We can see freedom and prosperity restored only
in an America under God. In the 9th century
Alfred the Great, the man-up warrior/king who led
fifty-four hand to hand battles against the barbarian
Vikings, brought England from the verge of
extinction to the flower of Christian civilization.
He codified English common law, started
biblically-based schools, and promoted local
freedom and independence for the people. He
divided his country into counties with local sheriffs.
He understood that the key to a great nation was
virtuous localism. Alfred said, “Local government
ought to be synonymous with local Christian
virtue; otherwise it becomes local tyranny, local
corruption and local iniquity.”
It is time for all hands on deck. We have entered a
new era. We must reprioritize our time, our
finances and our very lives. We have the rule of
law and the great documents of liberty on our side.
We can peacefully restore our nation by engaging
at the local level, one town hall meeting at a time.
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